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Abstract. We consider the universal family Edn of superelliptic curves: each
curve Σdn in the family is a d-fold covering of the unit disk, totally ramified
over a set P of n distinct points; Σdn ãÑ Edn Ñ Cn is a fibre bundle, where Cn
is the configuration space of n distinct points.
We find that Edn is the classifying space for the complex braid group of type
Bpd, d, nq and we compute a big part of the integral homology of Edn, including a
complete calculation of the stable groups over finite fields by means of Poincare`
series. The computation of the main part of the above homology reduces to the
computation of the homology of the classical braid group with coefficients in
the first homology group of Σdn, endowed with the monodromy action. While
giving a geometric description of such monodromy of the above bundle, we
introduce generalized 1
d
-twists, associated to each standard generator of the
braid group, which reduce to standard Dehn twists for d “ 2.
1. Introduction
Let
Edn :“ tpP, z, yq P CnˆDˆ C|yd “ pz ´ x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz ´ xnqu
be the family of superelliptic curves where D is the open unit disk in C, Cn is the
configuration space of n distinct unordered points in D and P “ tx1, . . . , xnu P Cn .
For a fixed P P Cn, the curve
Σdn “ tpz, yq P Dˆ C|yd “ pz ´ x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz ´ xnqu
in the family Edn is a d-fold covering of the disk D, totally ramified over P, and there
is a fibration pi : Edn Ñ Cn which takes Σdn onto its set of ramification points. One
can see Edn as a universal family over the Hurwitz space H
n,d (for precise definitions
see [Ful69], [EVW16]).
In addition to the obvious interest for such families, we find a remarkable fact
which seems not having been noticed before (even if the proof is not difficult):
Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem 4.1). The space Edn is a classifying space for the
complex braid group of type Bpd, d, nq.
Here we are interested in computing the integral homology of the space Edn.
The rational homology of Edn is known, having been computed in [Che17] by using
[CMS08]. The bundle pi : Edn Ñ Cn has a global section, so H˚pEdnq splits into a
direct sum H˚pCnq‘H˚pEdn,Cnq and by the Serre spectral sequence H˚pEdn,Cnq “
H˚´1pBrn;H1pΣdnqq. We use here that Cn is a classifying space for the braid group
Brn . We study the geometric action of the braid group over the surface. Each
standard generator of the braid group lifts to a particular homeomorphism of the
surface that we call a 1d -twist. Such twist is associated to an embedding of a regular
polygon with an even number of edges, with opposite edges identified, and having
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one or two interior holes according to d odd or even (see Figure 5). Suitable rota-
tions of such polygons induce an homeomorphism of the surface that corresponds to
the monodromy action (see Figures 6 and 7). Surprisingly, these particular home-
omorphisms of a surface have not been considered before. Very recently [KS18] for
d “ 3 and [GM18] for general d independently found a similar description at the
same time as ours. The 1d -twist reduces to a standard Dehn twist around a simple
curve for d “ 2 (see [PV92], [Waj99]). For d even, the d2 -th power of a 1d -twist is
a standard Dehn twist: so, we obtain explicit roots of Dehn twists which appear
to have an easier description than those introduced in [MS09]. In Theorem 3.1 we
describe the induced action on the first homology group of the surface.
In this paper we actually compute the integral homology of the braid group with
coefficients in the above representation. Since the homology of the braid groups with
trivial coefficients is well-know (see for example [Fuk70], [Va˘ı78], [Coh76]) we obtain
a description of the homology of Edn. It would be natural to extend the computation
to the homology of the braid group Brn with coefficients in the symmetric powers
of H1pΣdnq. In the case of n “ 3 and d “ 2 a complete computation (in cohomology)
can be found in [CCS13].
Our main results are the following. For reader convenience, we write again the
case d “ 2, which have already appeared in [CS17].
Theorem 1.2 (see Theorems 8.2, 9.2, 10.6).
(1) For odd n or odd d the homology HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq has no torsion of order
pk if pk - d.
(2) For odd n and for p prime such that p | d the rank of HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq bZp
as a Zp-module is the coefficient of qitn in the expansion of the series
rPppq, tq “ qt3p1´ t2q2qp1´ t2q ź
jě0
1` q2pj´1t2pj
1´ q2pj`1´2t2pj`1 .
When d is square-free and d or n is odd Theorem 1.2 completely determines the
homology groups H˚pEdn,Cnq with integer coefficients.
Theorem 1.3 (see Theorems 10.3, 10.7). Consider homology with integer coeffi-
cients.
(1) The homomorphism
HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣdn`1qq
is an epimorphism for i ď n2 ´ 1 and an isomorphism for i ă n2 ´ 1.
(2) Let p be a prime that does not divide d. For n even the group HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq
has no p torsion when pip´1 ` 3 ď n and no free part for i` 3 ď n. In particular for
n even when 3i2 ` 3 ď n the group HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq has only torsion that divides d.
(3) Let p be a prime that divides d. The Poincare´ polynomial of the stable homology
HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq b Zp as a Zp-module is the following:
PppBr;H1pΣdqqpqq “ q
1´ q2
ź
jě0
1` q2pj´1
1´ q2pj`1´2 .
When d is square-free Theorem 1.3 completely determines the stable homology
groups H˚pEdn,Cnq with integer coefficients.
We also find unstable free components in the top and top´1 dimension for n
and d both even (see Theorem 10.4), coherently with the computations in [Che17].
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Since we have HipBpd, d, nqq » HipBrnq ‘Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq and the homol-
ogy of the braid group with trivial coefficients is classically known ([Arn70]) we get
in particular:
Theorem 1.4 (see Theorem 10.5). The homomorphism
HipBpd, d, nqq Ñ HipBpd, d, n` 1qq
induced by the natural inclusion Bpd, d, nq ãÑ Bpd, d, n ` 1q is an epimorphism for
i ď n2 and an isomorphism for i ă n2 .
Notice that there were very few cohomological computations about the homology
of complex braid groups of type Bpd, d, nq; in fact, the only known computations
(see [CM14], not more than the second homology groups) used methods based on a
resolution given in [DL03] for a Garside monoid introduced in [CP11]. This method
seems too complicated to be used for higher homology groups.
This paper is a natural continuation of [CS17], where we considered the case d “
2. In particular, the main ingredients which here we generalize are: a Mayer-Vietoris
geometrical decomposition of the space Edn, which allows to reduce the computation
to the local homology of some ”pieces” which are identified with regular coverings
of the configuration space C1,n for the Artin group of type B; the adaptation and
the use of some of the homology computations given in [CM14] to our case. For
reader convenience, we collect most of the results we need in Section 5. Sections
5–8 and 10 parallel Sections 3–7 of [CS17], generalizing the results already obtained
for E2d. We will directly refer to [CS17] when using the results presented there with
no variations.
Some tables with explicit computations for d “ 3, 4, 5, 6 are provided in the final
section.
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2. General setting
We recall that the fundamental group of the configuration space Cn introduced
before is the classical braid group ArtpAn´1q “ Brn, and that Cn is a KpBrn, 1q
(see [FN62]). We will make use also of the configuration spaces C1,n of n unordered
distinct points in D with one additional distinct marked point. The fundamental
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group of C1,n is the Artin groups ArtpBnq of type B and (see for example [Bri73])
the space C1,n is a KpArtpBnq, 1q.
Fixed P “ tx1, . . . , xnu P Cn, the set
Σdn :“ tpz, yq P Dˆ C|yd “ pz ´ x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz ´ xnqu
is a connected oriented surface with gcdpn, dq boundary components. The genus of
Σdn is
g “ 1` pd´ 1qn´ d´ gcdpn, dq
2
,
in particular for d “ 2 we have g “ n´12 for odd n and g “ n´22 for n even.
Besides the classical braid group, in what follows we will make large use also of
the Artin group ArtpBnq of type B.
We consider the family
Edn :“ tpP, z, yq P CnˆDˆ C|yd “ pz ´ x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz ´ xnqu
which is a fibre bundle with natural projection pi : Edn Ñ Cn, mapping pP, y, zq ÞÑ P.
The fiber of pi is the surface Σdn, which is a d-fold covering of D, totally ramified
along P; we will identify P with a subset of Σdn.
We define ĄDzPd :“ ΣdnzP as the d-fold covering of DzP induced by Σdn Ñ D.
Since H1pDzPq has rank n we have that H1pĄDzPdq has rank dpn´ 1q ` 1.
The projection Edn
pÝÑ CnˆD given by p : pP, z, yq ÞÑ pP, zq makes Edn a d-fold
covering of CnˆD, which ramifies over C1,n-1 ” tpP, zq P CnˆD|z P Pu. The
complement of C1,n-1 Ă CnˆD identifies with C1,n, so the complement ĄC1,nd :“
Ednzpp´1pC1,n-1qq is a d-fold covering of C1,n .
Remark 1. The fibre bundle Σdn ãÑ Edn piÑ Cn admits a global section (see Defini-
tion 5) so H˚pEdnq “ H˚pEdn,Cnq ‘H˚pCnq and
HipEdn,Cnq “ Hi´1pCn;H1pΣdnqq.
Recall also that the H1pΣdnq is endowed with an anti-symmetric form given by
the cap product. There is a monodromy action of pi1pCnq on HomeopΣdnq associated
to the fibering pi; the induced action onto H1pΣdnq preserves this form. We describe
this monodromy in more details in the following section. For d “ 2 the monodromy
representation maps the standard generators of the braid groups to Dehn twists
and is called geometric monodromy (see [PV92], [Waj99]). Hence we can consider
H1pΣdnq as a pi1pCnq “ Brn-representation; we write also Vn,d :“ H1pΣdnq.
We will need to consider the natural map of the braid group Brn “ ArtpAn´1q
onto the permutation group Sn on n letters. This map induces a representation of
the group Brn onto Zn by permuting cohordinates. We write Γn for this represen-
tation of Brn.
Along all this paper, when not specified, the homology is understood to be
computed with constant coefficients over a ring R.
3. Generalized twists
We give a picture of the surface Σdn as a ramified covering of the disk D by
choosing a system of cuts in D connecting the points of P with the the boundary,
as in Figure 1. The arc sk connecting xk with xk`1 lifts to the ith-sheet to a path
γki which connects xk to xk`1 (i “ 1, . . . , d; as said in the previous section, we are
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x1 xnxn´1xk`1xkx2
s1 sk sn´1... ...
Figure 1. The disk D with cuts and arcs.
identifying the xk’s with points in E
d
n). Locally in Σ
d
n, around each ramification
point xk, the sheets follow each other in the anticlockwise ordering (see Figures 2
to 4).
xk
D1
D2
...
Dk
Dk`1
...
Dd
Figure 2. The local picture of sheets following in anticlockwise
order around a ramification point in Σdn.
Clearly, Σdn deformation retracts onto the graph with set of vertices P “ tx1, . . . , xnu
and edges γki , k “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1, i “ 1, . . . , d, therefore b1pΣdnq “ pn ´ 1qpd ´ 1q.
Let us give to γki the orientation going from xk to xk`1. We can consider the cir-
cuits aki “ γki pγki`1q´1, i “ 1, . . . , d (taking indices mod d); notice the relationsřd
i“1raki s “ 0 among their classes in H1. A basis for H1pΣdnq is given by the classes
raki s, k “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, i “ 1, . . . , d´ 1.
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γk1
γk3γ
k
2
x1
xk xk`1 xn
...
...
... ...
...
...
Figure 3. Example of the ramified cover of D for d “ 3.
... ...
...
...
...
x1
xk xk`1 xn
γk1
γk2
γk3
γk4
...
...
... γ
k
3
γk4
Figure 4. Example of the ramified cover of D for d “ 4.
Next, we give a precise description of the monodromy action for the bundle
Σdn ãÑ Edn piÑ Cn .
Let σk be the standard generator for the braid group Brn, given by an anti-
clockwise half-twist around the arc sk, exchanging xk and xk`1 and leaving every-
thing outside a neighborhood of sk pointwise fixed. We find that σk lifts to an
homeomorphism tk,d of Σ
d
n which generalizes standard Dehn twist for d “ 2.
Let Γk “ Yi“1,...,d γki ; first, tk,d is the identity outside a small neighborhood
of Γk. Inside a small neighborhood of Γk, tk,d acts as “rotation around Γk of a
2pi
d -angle.” To be precise, we describe the neighborhood of Γk as a 2´complex.
Let Q “ r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s Ă R2, with coordinates px, yq and the standard CW -
structure. We orient the horizontal edges according to increasing x-coordinate.
Definition 1. For i “ 1, . . . , d, j “ 1,´1, let Qi,j be a copy of Q, with coordinates
px, yqi,j . We define the 2-complex T˜d as
T˜d :“
¨˚
˚˝ ğ
i“1,...,d
j“1,´1
Qi,j
‹˛‹‚
Oˆ p1, yqi,1 „ p1, yqi`1,´1
p0, yqi,1 „ p0, yqi´1,´1
˙
where the indices are considered mod d.
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Now define
Td :“ T˜d { px, 0qi,1 „ px, 0qi,´1 pi “ 1, . . . , dq.
Notice that T˜d is connected for odd d, homeomorphic to a cylinder, while it has
two connected components for even d, both homeomorphic to a cylinder. Therefore
Td is an orientable surface with one boundary component for d odd and two bound-
ary components for d even. In case d even, make a preliminary step by attaching in
T˜d the two edges corresponding to the index i “ 1 : px, 0q1,1 „ px, 0q1,´1, x P r0, 1s.
Then Td is obtained from a regular polygon Pd having 2d edges and one hole for
odd d, having 2pd´ 1q edges and two holes for even d, and attaching the opposite
edges, as in Figure 5. One verifies that the genus of Td is
“
d´1
2
‰
.
γ2γ4
γ3
γ2
γ4
γ3
γ1
γ1γ3
γ2
γ1
γ3
γ2
Figure 5. Examples of Pd for d “ 3, 4. Td is obtained by attach-
ing the opposite edges γi according to the arrows.
The image in Td of the set Γ :“ Ůi,jtpr0, 1s ˆ t0uqi,ju is homeomorphic to the
graph Γk (where the vertices correspond to the images in Td of
Ů
i,jtpt0, 1uˆt0uqi,j).
Actually, there is an embedding jk : Td Ñ Σdn taking Γ to Γk and Td to a small
neighborhood of Γk in Σk (see Figures 3 and 4).
Definition 2. For h P R, 0 ď h ď 1, we define the h-rotation ρh in Td as the map
defined by:
ρhppx, yqi,1q “
" px` h, yqi,1 if x` h ď 1
p2´ x´ h, yqi`1,´1 if x` h ě 1 ;
ρhppx, yqi,´1q “
" px´ h, yqi,´1 if x´ h ě 0
ph´ x, yqi`1,1 if x´ h ď 0 .
ˆ
in one formula: ρhppx, yqi,jq “
" px` jh, yqi,j if 0 ď x` h ď 1
p1´ x` jp1´ hq, yqi`1,´j otherwise
˙
Let ϕ : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s be a C8 function such that:
i) ϕptq “ 1 for t ă ; ϕptq “ 0 for t ą 1´  ( ăă 1);
ii) ϕ is decreasing in  ă t ă 1´ .
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We define the 1d ´ twist on Td as the homeomorphism
τdppx, yqi,jq “ ρϕpyqppx, yqi,jq.
τ3
γ1γ3
γ2
γ1
γ3
γ2
a
a
τ3paq
τ3paq
γ1γ3
γ2
γ1
γ3
γ2
Figure 6. The twist τ3.
τ4
γ2γ4
γ3
γ2
γ4
γ3
γ1
γ2γ4
γ3
γ2
γ4
γ3
γ1
a
τ4paq
τ4paq
Figure 7. The twist τ4.
In Figures 6 and 7 we represent the action of τd by using the polygon Pd. For
odd d, τd is the identity in the boundary of Td and is induced by a rotation of
pi
d in
the exterior boundary of Pd, in the sense taking γi into γi`1, i “ 1, . . . , d. For even
d, τd is the identity in the boundary of Td (corresponding to the boundary of the
two holes of Pd) and is induced by a rotation of 2pid , one for each of the two halves
of Pd determined by γ1, in the sense which takes γi into γi`1, i “ 1, . . . , d.
Definition 3 (generalized Dehn twist). The corresponding 1d ´ twist in the surface
Σdn is the homeomorphism tk,d induced by τd through the embedding jk.
In particular, tk,d takes γ
k
i into pγki`1q´1 (indices mod d).
Remark 2. Notice that for d even ptk,dq d2 is a standard Dehn twist around a simple
curve following the path
śd
i“1pγki qp´1q
i´1
. So, we obtain an explicit root of a Dehn
twist which appears to be simpler than the one described in [MS09].
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We denote by p , q the intersection product
p , q : H1pΣdn;Zq ˆH1pΣdn,Pn;Zq Ñ Z
By the exact sequence
0 Ñ H1pΣdn;Zq Ñ H1pΣdn,Pn;Zq Ñ H0pPn;Zq “ Zn Ñ H0pΣdn;Zq “ ZÑ 0
it follows that H1pΣdn,Pn;Zq is free of rank pn ´ 1qd, generated by the classes
rγki s, k “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, i “ 1, . . . , d.
It is easy to verify the following intersection products (we consider indices i, j
mod d):
(1)
praki s, rakj sq “
$&% 1 if j “ i` 1´1 if j “ i´ 1
0 otherwise
praki s, rak`1j sq “
$&% ´1 if j “ i1 if j “ i` 1
0 otherwise
praki s, rγkj sq “
$&% 1 if j “ i´1 if j “ i` 1
0 otherwise
praki s, rγk`1j sq “
" ´1 if j “ i` 1
0 otherwise
prak`1i s, rγkj sq “
"
1 if j “ i
0 otherwise
Theorem 3.1.
(a) The 1d ´ twist tk,d is the homeomorphism induced by the monodromy of the
bundle Σdn ãÑ Edn Ñ Cn applied to the half-twist σk P Brn .
(b) tk,d induces on H1pΣdn;Zq the automorphism
(2) ptk,dq˚ : aÑ a´
dÿ
i“1
pa, γki qraki s
(c) Let taki be the Dehn twist associated to the simple curve a
k
i , i “ 1, . . . , d´1;
then
(3) ptk,dq˚ “ ptak1 . . . takd´1q˚
Proof. Statement (a) follows by direct verification that tk,d projects through pi into
the half-twist σk.
Let the class of a be represented by a cycle a˜ which intersects transversely every
γki . For every point p P a˜ X γki , tk,d modifies a˜ by adding a cycle in the class of
raki s, according to the sign of the intersection (see Figures 6 and 7). Therefore (b)
follows.
We prove (c) by induction on d. First, recall that a Dehn twist around a simple
curve c acts on the first homology group by aÑ a´ pa, rcsqrcs.
We have
ptk,d´1q˚paq “ a´
d´2ÿ
i“1
pa, γki qraki s ´ pa, γkd´1qra˜kd´1s
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where ra˜kd´1s “ rγkd´1pγk1 q´1s “ rakd´1s ` rakds. Therefore one has
tk,dpaq “ tk,d´1paq ` pa, rakd´1sqrakds “ pta1 . . . tad´2q˚paq ` pa, rakd´1sqrakds
where the last equality comes from induction. But from equations (1) and
řd
i“1raki s “
0 it easily follows
pta1 . . . tad´2q˚prakd´1sq “ ´rakds
therefore
tk,dpaq “ pta1 . . . tad´2q˚pa´ pa, rakd´1sqrakd´1sq “ pta1 . . . tad´1q˚paq.

Part (a) and (c) of the preceding theorem has been proved independently for
d “ 3 in [KS18, Thm. 4.1] and for any d in [GM18, Prop. 5.3], where the 1d ´ twist
are called “chain twists”.
4. Motivations and homology of complex braid groups
We recall that the classification of irreducible complex reflection groups is given
in [ST54]. The group Gpde, d, nq is the group of monomial matrices such that all
the non-zero entries are pdeq-th roots of unity and the product of all the non-zero
entries is a e-th root of unity. In particular in this paper we are interested in the
complex reflection groups of type Gpd, d, nq, that act naturally as complex reflection
groups on the space Cn. The complement of the reflection arrangement associated
to the group Gpd, d, nq is
Mpd, nq :“ tpz1, . . . , znq | @i ă j, a P Z, zi ‰ ζad zju.
and the group Gpd, d, nq acts freely on this space (see for example [Nak83, BMR98]).
For d “ 2 the group Gpd, d, nq is the Coxeter reflection group of type Dn.
Theorem 4.1. The space Edn is homotopy equivalent to the regular orbit space of
the complex reflection group of type Gpd, d, nq. Hence it is a classifying space for
the complex braid group of type Bpd, d, nq.
Recall that for d “ 2 we have that the group Bp2, 2, nq is the Artin group
ArtpDnq. In this case the monodromy action of the braid group Brn on the funda-
mental group of the fiber Σdn is described in [CP05] (see also [PV96]).
Proof. For this proof it will be convenient to replace the space Edn with the homo-
topy equivalent space
E˜dn :“ tpP, z, yq P ConfnpCq ˆ Cˆ C | yd “ pz ´ x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz ´ xnqu.
Then we define the space E¯dn that can be identified with the subset of E˜
d
n given by
the points pP, z, yq with z “ 0. We set
E¯dn :“ tpP, yq P ConfnpCq ˆ C|yd “ p´1qnx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xnu
where, as usual, we write P for the unordered configuration of points tx1, . . . , xnu Ă
C. Next we can define a retraction which is an homotopy equivalence: let ρ : E˜dn Ñ
E¯dn be the map
pP, z, yq ÞÑ pP´ z, yq
where, given the set P “ tx1, . . . , xnu Ă C, we write P ´ z for the set tx1 ´
z, . . . , xn ´ zu. Clearly ρ is an homotopy equivalence since its fiber is contractible.
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Finally we consider the regular orbit space of the complex reflection group
Gpd, d, nq. We can define a continuous map
Ξ : Mpd, nq Ñ E¯dn
by
Ξ : pz1, . . . , znq ÞÑ ptzd1 , . . . , zdnu, ζn2dz1 ¨ ¨ ¨ znq
where ζ2d is a 2d-th primitive rooth of unity. It is easy to verify that the map Ξ is
Gpd, d, nq-invariant, hence it induces a map on the quotient space
Ξ¯ : Mpd, nq{Gpd, d, nq Ñ E¯dn.
It is straightforward to check that the Ξ-fiber of a point X P E¯dn is the Gpd, d, nq-
orbit of a point rX in the counter-image of X. This implies that the map Ξ¯ is a
bijection.
Moreover, since the map Ξ¯ is bijective, proper and closed, it induces an homeo-
morphism between the two spaces (see for example [Loo84, Prop. 1.11] for a detailed
argument).
From the fibration
Σdn ãÑ Edn Ñ Cn
where the left and the right term are kppi, 1q spaces, we obtain that Edn is a kppi, 1q
space for pi “ Gpd, d, nq. 
Since the surface Σdn is a kppi, 1q space, our construction gives a short proof of
the result in [Nak83] for the complex arrangements of type Gpd, d, nq:
Corollary 4.2. The space Mpd, nq is a kppi, 1q.
Remark 3. Let us consider the subset of Cn
M0pd, nq :“ tpz1, . . . , znq | @i, zi ‰ 0,@i ă j, a P Z, zi ‰ ζad zju.
with the natural free action of the complex reflection group Gpd, 1, nq. Since the
map Ξ0 : M0pd, nq{Gpd, 1, nq Ñ ConfnpC˚q is a covering, we obtain that M0pd, nq
is a kppi, 1q space as already proved in [Nak83].
5. Homology of some Artin groups
We use the notations and the technical results collected in [CS17, § 3] for the
case d “ 2. We indicate here all the generalizations that we need for general d.
From the description given in [CM14, Thm. 4.5, Thm. 4.12, Rmk. 4.13] we have
the following results.
Proposition 5.1. Let F be a field of characteristic p. For p an odd prime and n
odd the Frts-module ‘i,nHipArtpBnq;Frt˘1sq has a basis given by
(4)
Bpz2m`1hr´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
p1` tq .
where r ą 0, j1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď jl, i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ik, these generators have torsion of order
p1` tq.
We can compute the homology groups H˚pArtpBnq;Fprts{p1´ p´tqdqq by using
the explicit description of [CM14, § 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6]. As a special case of
[CM14, Prop. 4.7, 4.14] we have the isomorphism
(5) HipArtpBnq;Fprts{p1´ p´tqdqq “ hipn, pq ‘ h1ipn, pq
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where the two summands are determined by the following exact sequence:
0 Ñ h1i`1pn, pq Ñ HipArtpBnq;Fprt˘1sq p1´p´tq
dqÝÑ HipArtpBnq;Fprt˘1sq Ñ hipn, pq Ñ 0.
For odd n all the elements of HipArtpBnq;Fprt˘1sq are multiple of x0 for p “ 2 and
multiple of h for odd p; hence they have p1` tq-torsion (see Proposition 5.1). This
implies that the multiplication by p1´p´tqdq is the zero map and the generators of
h1ipn, pq and hipn, pq are in bijection with a set of generators ofHipArtpBnq;Fprt˘1sq.
As in [CS17, § 3, prop. 3.5] for d “ 2, we have :
Proposition 5.2. For odd n the homology H˚pArtpBnq;F2rts{p1´ p´tqdqq is gen-
erated, as an F2rts-module, by the classes of the form
(6) rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ 1´ p´tqd1` t zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik .
that correspond to the generators of h1ipn, 2q and
(7) γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikqp1` tq .
that correspond to generators of hipn, 2q. Here 0 ď i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ik, c is even and both
kind of generators have torsion of order p1` tq.
For odd n and p an odd prime the homology H˚pArtpBnq;Fprts{p1 ´ p´tqdqq is
generated, as an Fprts-module, by the classes of the form
(8) rγpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ 1´ p´tqd1` t zc`1hr´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik .
that correspond to the generators of h1ipn, pq and
(9) γpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ Bpzc`1h
r´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
p1` tq .
that correspond to generators of hipn, pq. Here 0 ă r, j1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď jl, i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ik,
c is even and both kind of generators have torsion of order p1` tq.
Generalizing the sets introduced in [CS17, §3], we provide sets of elements B1,
B2 of the Z-modules HipC1,n;Zq » HipArtpBnq;Zrts{p1 ` tqq and HipĄC1,nd;Zq »
HipArtpBnq;Zrts{p1´ p´tqdqq for n odd, such that the following two condition are
satisfied:
(i) B1 (resp. B2) induces a base of the homology of HipC1,n;Qq (resp. HipĄC1,nd;Qq);
(ii) the images of the elements of B1 (resp. B2) in HipC1,n;Zpq (resp. HipĄC1,nd;Zpq)
are linearly independent for any prime p.
Definition 4. Let n be an odd integer. We define the sets B1 Ă HipC1,n;Zq (for
d “ 1) and B2 Ă HipĄC1,nd;Zq (for d ą 1) given by the following elements:
ω
pdq
2i,j,0 :“
Bpz2i`1xj´10 q
p1` tq and rωpdq2i,j,0 :“ p1´ p´tqdqz2i`1xj´10p1` tq for j ą 0;
and
ω
pdq
2i,j,1 :“
Bpz2i`1xj´10 x1q
p1` tq and rωpdq2i,j,1 :“ p1´ p´tqdqz2i`1xj´10 x1p1` tq for j ą 0.
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The elements above give a basis for H˚pC1,n;Qq (resp. H˚pĄC1,nd;Qq) for n odd
(condition (i)) (see [CM14, §4.2]).
For condition (ii), one verifies that the elements in B1 and B2 define, mod 2,
a subset of the bases of HipArtpBnq;Z2rts{p1 ` tqq and HipArtpBnq;Z2rts{p1 ´
p´tqdqq given in [CM14, §4.4] and, mod p for an odd prime, a subset of the bases
of HipArtpBnq;Zprts{p1 ` tqq and HipArtpBnq;Zprts{p1 ´ p´tqdqq given in [CM14,
§4.6].
So we have:
Proposition 5.3. For n odd the elements of B1 (resp. B2) are a free set of gener-
ators of a maximal free Z-submodule of HipC1,n;Zq (resp. HipĄC1,nd;Zq).
Proposition 5.4. Let n be an even integer. Let F be a field of characteristic 0.
The Poincare´ polynomial of H˚pArtpBnq;Frts{prdsp´tqqq is trivial for d odd (d ą 1)
and is p1 ` qqqn´1 for d even. For d even a basis of the homology is given by the
following generators
Bpznq
1´ t , zn.
Proof. This follows from [CS17, Prop. 3.2] and by studying the long exact sequence
associated to
0 Ñ Frt˘1s rdsp´tqÝÑ Frt˘1s Ñ Frts{prdsp´tqq Ñ 0
as in [CM14, § 4.2]. 
6. Exact sequences
This section generalizes the results given in [CS17, § 4].
The fibration pi : ĄC1,nd Ñ Cn has a continuous section s that can be defined as
follows.
Definition 5. If p is a monic polynomial with n distinct roots x1, . . . , xn such that
|xi| ă 1, i “ 1, . . . , n, we define
s : p ÞÑ
ˆ
p, z :“ pmaxi |xi|q ` 1
2
, d
a
ppzqq
˙
.
Here, if ppzq “ śipz ´ xiq we have <pz ´ xiq ą 0, and we choose d?z ´ xi as the
unique d-th root with maximum real part; this defines d
a
ppzq :“ śi d?z ´ xi as a
continuous function.
The section s : Cn Ñ ĄC1,nd lifts the section s : Cn Ñ C1,n taking p ÞÑ
pp, zq. It follows from the exact sequence of the pair pĄC1,nd,Cnq the splitting
HipĄC1,ndq » HipCnq‘HipĄC1,nd,Cnq. In a similar way we have HipC1,nq » HipCnq‘
HipC1,n,Cnq.
Remark 4. The group Z{d acts on ĄC1,nd as a group of automorphisms of the
covering ĄC1,nd Ñ C1,n. Hence we can define d sections spjq : Cn Ñ ĄC1,nd, for
j P Z{d as follows:
spjq : p ÞÑ
ˆ
p, z :“ pmaxi |xi|q ` 1
2
, e
2piij
d
d
a
ppzqq
˙
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where we choose d
a
ppzq as above (and s “ sp0q).
We can include S : CnˆZ{d ãÑ ĄC1,nd and the action of Z{d exchanges the
components Cnˆtju. Hence we can understand the inclusion s : Cn ãÑ ĄC1,nd in
homology via the following diagram:
HipCnq Idb1ÝÑ HipCnq bRrts{p1´ p´tqdq S˚Ñ HipĄC1,ndq
and the composition is injective.
Remark 5. If gcdpn, dq “ 1 any two sections spkq, spjq are homotopic. In fact, given
a, b integers such that an`bd “ 1 we can define in a unique way a continuous family
of maps st : Cn Ñ ĄC1,n such that s0 “ spkq and
st :ÞÑ
ˆ
p, zt :“ e2piitpk´jqa pmaxi |xi|q ` 1
2
, d
a
ppztq
˙
where we choose the d-th root d
a
ppztq as above for t “ 0 and we extend it contin-
uously for t ą 0. Since ppztq is a product of n factors we have s1 “ spjq. As a
consequence spiq˚ “ spjq˚.
Generalizing the construction given in [CS17, § 4] (see also [Bia16]) for the
case d “ 2, we consider the following decomposition. We have Edn “ ĄC1,nd Y N,
where N is a small tubular neighborhood of the subset C1,n-1 corresponding to the
ramification locus. The intersection ĄC1,ndXN contracts onto C1,n-1ˆS1. Moreover,
a copy of the subspace Cn “ spCnq is contained into ĄC1,nd.
Therefore the relative Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence gives the following
long exact sequence:
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HipC1,n-1q‘Hi´1pC1,n-1qbH1pS1q ιÑ HipC1,n-1q‘HipĄC1,nd,Cnq Ñ HipEdn,Cnq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
From Kunneth decomposition the map ι factorizes taking the first (second) factor
into the first (second) factor; so the exact sequence reduces to:
(10) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q ιÑ HipĄC1,nd,Cnq Ñ HipEdn,Cnq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
The argument given in [CS17, § 4] gives
HipBrn; Γnq “ HipCn; Γnq » HipC1,n-1q “ HipArtpBn´1qq
where Γn is the permutation representation (see section 2) and H1pS1 ˆ P q » Γn.
Moreover, from Remark 1:
HipEdn,Cnq » Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣdnqq
and finally the term HipĄC1,nd,Cnq is isomorphic to Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPdqq.
Therefore we can rewrite (10) as an exact sequence involving non local homology
of the braid groups:
(11) ¨ ¨ ¨ÑHi´1pBrn;H1pS1 Pˆ qq ιÑHi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPdqqÑHi´1pBrn;H1pΣdnqqÑ¨ ¨ ¨
Sequence (11) is the long exact sequence for the homology of the group Brn asso-
ciated to the short exact sequence of coefficients
0 Ñ H1pS1 ˆ P q Ñ H1pDˆ P q ‘H1pĄDzPdq Ñ H1pΣdnq Ñ 0
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coming from the Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence associated to the decomposi-
tion: Σdn “ Dˆ P Y ĄDzPd, where Dˆ P X ĄDzPd » S1 ˆ P .
We recall from [CS17, Def. 5] the map
µ : C1,n-1ˆS1 Q pp, eitq ÞÑ pp1 ` δppqeit, pq P C1,n
where p “ pp1, tp2, . . . , pnuq in C1,n-1 and p “ tp1, . . . , pnu, while
δppq :“ 1
2
min pt|p1 ´ pi|, 2 ď i ď nu Y t1´ |p1|uq .
We have a commutative diagram
(12)
Hi´1pBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P qq ι //
»

Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPdqq
»

Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q
µ˚

// HipĄC1,nd,Cnq
HipC1,nq HipĄC1,ndq
J
OO
where µ˚ is induced by the map µ above and J is induced by the inclusionĄC1,nd Ñ pĄC1,nd,Cnq.
Some properties of µ˚ are investigated in [CS17, Prop. 4.1, Prop. 4.2, Rmk. 5].
In particular we have that µ˚ is injective and when we consider homology with
coefficients in a field F of characteristic 0 the map
µ˚ : Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q Ñ HipC1,nq
is an isomorphism.
Recall the notation rdsq for the q-analog 1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qd´1.
Proposition 6.1. Let τ : HipC1,nq Ñ HipĄC1,ndq be the transfer map induced by
the d-fold covering ĄC1,nd Ñ C1,n. The following diagram commutes:
(13)
Hi´1pBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P qq ι //
»

Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPdqq
»

Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q
µ˚

// HipĄC1,nd,Cnq
HipC1,nq τ // HipĄC1,ndq
J
OO
Proposition 6.2. The following diagram commutes:
HipC1,nq
»

τ // HipĄC1,ndq
»

HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1` tqq
rdsp´tq // HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq.
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where in the bottom row we are considering the map induced by the rdsp´tq-multiplication
map C˚pArtpBnq, Rrts{p1` tqq Ñ C˚pArtpBnq, Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq.
The proofs of Propositions 6.1, 6.2 are analogous to the proofs of [CS17, Prop. 4.3,
Prop. 4.4].
We also have the following analogue of [CS17, Rmk. 6]:
Remark 6. Consider the isomorphism HipĄC1,ndq » HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1´p´tqdqq.
Let R be a field of characteristic p. For p - d the second term decomposes as
HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1` tqq ‘HipArtpBnq;Rrts{rdsp´tqq
and moreover for n odd and p - d the term HipArtpBnq;Rrts{rdsp´tqq is trivial,
which follows from the fact that for n odd the module HipArtpBnq;Rrt˘1sq has
p1` tq-torsion and from the homology long exact sequence associated to
0 Ñ Rrt˘1s rdsp´tqÝÑ Rrt˘1s Ñ Rrts{rdsp´tq Ñ 0
since rdsp´tq ” d mod p1 ` tq. Since for n even the module HipArtpBnq;Rrt˘1sq
has p1 ´ t2qk-torsion for suitable k (see [CM14, Thm. 4.12]), the same argument
applies for n even, when d is odd and p - d. In fact for p ‰ 2 we have that rdsp´tq
is co-prime both with p1` tq and with p1´ tq and, for p odd, p1` tq and p1´ tq are
co-primes; for p “ 2 and d odd we have that rdsp´tq and p1´ t2q are co-primes.
In particular, under the condition stated above the homology groups HipĄC1,ndq »
HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1 ´ p´tqdqq and HipC1,nq » HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1 ` tqq are iso-
morphic and the isomorphism is induced by the quotient map Rrts{p1 ´ p´tqdq Ñ
Rrts{p1` tq (again, here we are using that p - d and n is odd). So we can consider
the commuting diagram
0 // HipCnq
»

// HipĄC1,ndq
»

J // HipĄC1,nd,Cnq
»

// 0
0 // HipCnq // HipC1,nq J // HipC1,n,Cnq // 0.
where the last vertical map is an isomorphism from the five lemma. From the right
square we have that the map J corresponds to the homomorphism
J : HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1` tqq Ñ HippArtpBnq,ArtpAn´1qq;Rrts{p1` tqq
associated to the inclusion ArtpAn´1q ãÑ ArtpBnq induced by Cn ãÑ C1,n. From
the short exaxt sequence in the second row of the diagram above we have that the
homomorphism
J : HipC1,nq “ HipC1,n,Cnq ‘HipCnq Ñ HipC1,n,Cnq
is the projection on the first term of the direct sum.
Lemma 6.3. If p is a prime such that p - d or p “ 0, R is a field of characteristic
p then the homomorphism
τ : HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1` tqq rdsp´tqÝÑ HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq
is invertible if at least one between n and d is odd.
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Proof. This follows since, for odd n, the homology group HipArtpBnq;Rrt˘1sq has
p1` tq-torsion, while for n even the group has torsion of order p1´ t2qk for suitable
k.
For p - d (and with d odd when n is even) we have that
HipArtpBnq;Rrts{rdsp´tqq “ 0
(see Remark 6) and hence
HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq » HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1` tqq
and the map τ is equivalent to the multiplication map
HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1` tqq rdsp´tqÝÑ HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1` tqq
and rdsp´tq is invertible in Rrts{p1` tq. 
Remark 7. In characteristic p “ 0, for n even the decompositions
HipĄC1,ndq »HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq “
“HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1` tqq ‘HipArtpBnq;Rrts{rdsp´tqq
and
HipC1,nq “ HipC1,n,Cnq ‘HipCnq
give the following consequences. Since HipArtpBnq;Rrts{prdsp´tqqq is trivial for d
odd and has Poincare´ polynomial p1` qqqn´1 for d even (see Proposition 5.4) and
since H˚pCnq has Poincare` polynomial p1` qq (see [CS17, § 3.1]), we have that the
map
J : HipĄC1,ndq Ñ HipĄC1,nd,Cnq
is an isomorphism for i ą 1. Moreover the argument of Lemma 6.3 implies that
the map
τ : H˚pC1,nq Ñ H˚pĄC1,ndq
is injective and its cokernel is trivial for d odd and has Poincare´ polynomial p1 `
qqqn´1 for d even.
Proposition 6.4. Let n be even and F a field of characteristic 0. Then for i ą 1
the map
ι : Hi´1pBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P qq Ñ Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPdqq
is injective; its cokernel has rank 1 if d is odd and i “ n ´ 1, n ´ 2; otherwise its
rank is 0.
Proof. The proposition follows from [CS17, Rmk. 5] and from Remark 7. 
Theorem 6.5. Consider the inclusions HipCnq Ă HipC1,n,Cnq and HipCnq Ă
HipĄC1,ndq associated to the sections s : Cn ãÑ C1,n and s : Cn ãÑ ĄC1,nd. If n is odd
τpH˚pCnqq Ă H˚pCnq
and for x P H˚pCnq we have τpxq “ dx. Moreover if n is even, d is odd and R is
a ring of characteristic p with p - d, then for x P H˚pCn;Rq we have τpxq “ dx.
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Proof. The complex C˚pArtpAn´1qq, Rq described in Section 5, that computes the
homology H˚pCn;Rq, can be seen as a subcomplex of
C˚pArtpBnqq, Rq » C˚pArtpBnqq, Rrts{p1` tqq
mapping A ÞÑ 0A. This inclusion of complexes induces the homology homomor-
phism associated to the section s : Cn ãÑ C1,n. Moreover, this map of complexes
lift to a map rs˚ : C˚pArtpAn´1qq, Rq Ñ C˚pArtpBnqq, Rrt˘1sq and hence to the
map rs˚ : C˚pArtpAn´1qq, Rq Ñ C˚pArtpBnqq, Rrts{p1 ´ p´tqdqq that induces the
homology homomorphism associated to the section s : Cn ãÑ ĄC1,nd.
This implies that we have the following commutative diagram with exact columns:
H˚pArtpBnqq, Rrt˘1sq 1 //
1`t

H˚pArtpBnqq, Rrt˘1sq
1´p´tqd

H˚pArtpBnqq, Rrt˘1sq
rdsp´tq //

H˚pArtpBnqq, Rrt˘1sq

H˚pArtpBnqq, Rrts{p1` tqq τ // H˚pArtpBnqq, Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq
H˚pCn;Rq //
rs˚ 55
s˚
55
H˚pCn;Rq
s˚
33
rs˚ 44
Notice that the restriction of the map τ to the image of s˚ lifts, via rs˚, to the
multiplication by rdsp´tq.
We claim that for n odd the image of s˚ in H˚pArtpBnqq, Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq has
only p1` tq-torsion. This follows since any the inclusion
C˚pArtpAn´2qq, Rq Ñ C˚pArtpAn´1qq, Rq
defined on generators by
A ÞÑ 0A
induces an isomorphism in homology and hence any class x P s˚pH˚pCn;Rqq is
represented by a cycle of the form 00x1 and we have the relation p1`tq00x1 “ B10x1.
For n even and d odd, when R is a field of characteristic p such that p - d
we have the Rrts-module H˚pArtpBnqq, Rrts{p1 ´ p´tqdqq has only p1 ` tq-torsion
and is isomorphic to H˚pArtpBnqq, Rrts{p1 ` tqq, as seen in Remark 6, where the
isomorphism is induced by the quotient map Rrts{p1´ p´tqdq ÞÑ Rrts{p1` tq.
In both cases this imply that we have the inclusion τpH˚pCnqq Ă H˚pCnq and,
since rdsp´tq ” d mod p1` tq, τpxq “ dx for x P H˚pCnq.

From theorem 6.5 and Lemma 6.3 we obtain:
Corollary 6.6. If R is a field of characteristic p, p - d, and at least one between d
and n is odd, then the projection on HipĄC1,nd,Cnq of the restriction of the homo-
morphism τ to HipC1,n,Cnq
τ| : HipC1,n,Cnq Ñ HipĄC1,nd,Cnq
is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Under the given assumptions τ is an isomorphism (Lemma 6.3) and its
restriction to HipCnq maps to HipCnq. So the corollary follows. 
We now describe the odd torsion of the homology HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq, by using the
map J in the diagram (13).
Let F and Erij be the filtration and the associated spectral sequence defined in
[CS17, § 4]. The proof of the following lemma is completely analogous to the one
of [CS17, Lem. 4.9].
Lemma 6.7. Let E2ij “ HjpBrpn´ iq;Rrts{prdsp´tqq ñ HipArtpBnq;Rrts{prdsp´tqqq
be the spectral sequence induced by the filtration F . The inclusion ArtpAn´1q ãÑ
ArtpBnq induces the isomorphism
HjpArtpAn´1q;Rrts{prdsp´tqqq » E20j
for all j.
Theorem 6.8. Let at least one between n and d be odd. Consider the integral
monodromy representation of the braid group Brn on the group H1pΣdn;Zq. Then
the homology HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq is a torsion Z-module with only pj torsion for
p | d.
Proof. Let n and d be as in the theorem, and let p - d. It derives from the description
of the map µ˚ (see [CS17, Prop. 4.1 and Cor. 4.10]), from the results about the
map τ (Proposition 6.1, Lemma 6.3, Corollary 6.6) and from Remark 6 concerning
the map J that the map ι in diagram (13) is an isomorphism in characteristic p.
Then the result follows from sequence (11). 
7. A first bound for torsion order
In this section we prove that if pi | d and pi`1 - d, then torsion inHipBrn;H1pΣdnqq
appears with order at most pi`1.
Following lemma generalizes [CS17, Lem. 5.2].
Lemma 7.1. Let R “ Z. For n odd, the homology
HipĄC1,ndq » HipArtpBnq;Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq
has no p2-torsion for any prime p.
Proof. It will suffice to show that the dimension over Fp of the homology of the
complex pH˚pArtpBnq;Fprts{p1´p´tqdqq, βpq, where βp is the Bockstein homomor-
phism, is the same as the dimension over Q of H˚pArtpBnq;Qrts{p1´ p´tqdqq (see
[Hat02, Thm. 3E.4]). We split our proof in several steps
Step a) According to [Leh04, Thm. 6.1, case n odd], the Poincare´ polynomial of
the homology groups H˚pArtpBnq;Qrts{p1´ p´tqdqq is
P pArtpBnq, tq “ p1` tqp1` t` t2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tn´1q.
Step b) The explicit computation of the Bockstein homomorphism βp of the ho-
mology group H˚pArtpBnq;Fprts{p1´ p´tqdqq is the following. Let
0 Ñ Zprts{p1´ p´tqdq ipÝÑ Zp2rts{p1´ p´tqdq pipÝÑ Zprts{p1´ p´tqdq Ñ 0
be the short exact sequence of coefficients. Then for p “ 2 (see Prop. 5.2)
p1´ p´tqdq
1` t zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik “ pi2p
p1´ p´tqdq
1` t zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
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and
B p1´ p´tq
dq
1` t zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik “
ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
2
p1´ p´tqdq
1` t zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
2
ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik “
“ i2
¨˚
˝ ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
p1´ p´tqdq
1` t zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
2
ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik ‹˛‚
and hence, using the notation introduced in Proposition 5.2 we have
(14) β2rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq “ ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
for all generators of the form given in (6). Moreover
Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
p1` tq “
“ pi2
¨˚
˝ 1p1` tq
¨˚
˝Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq ´ 2 ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq‹˛‚‹˛‚
and
B
¨˚
˝ 1p1` tq
¨˚
˝Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq ´ 2 ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq‹˛‚‹˛‚“
“ B
¨˚
˝ 1p1` tq
¨˚
˝´2 ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq‹˛‚‹˛‚“
“ ´2
ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
1` t “ i2
¨˚
˝ ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
1` t
‹˛‚
hence we have
(15) β2 γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq “
ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
for all generators of the form given in (7).
For p odd we have the following analogous computation (again, see Prop. 5.2)
1´ p´tqd
1` t zc`1h
r´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik “ pip
ˆ
1´ p´tqd
1` t zc`1h
r´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik
˙
and
B p1´ p´tq
dq
1` t zc`1h
r´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik “
“
ÿ
j“1,...,k
ijě1
p
p1´ p´tqdq
1` t zc`1h
r´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xij´1yijxij`1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik “
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“ ip
¨˚
˝ ÿ
j“1,...,k
ijě1
p1´ p´tqdq
1` t zc`1h
r´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xij´1yijxij`1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik ‹˛‚
and hence, using the notation introduced in Proposition 5.2 we have
(16) βprγpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq “ ÿ
j“1,...,k
ijě1
rγpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xij´1yijxij`1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
for all generators of the form given in (8). Moreover
Bpzc`1hr´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
p1` tq “
“ pip
ˆ
1
p1` tq
`Bpzc`1hr´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq˘˙`
´ppip
¨˚
˝ 1p1` tq
¨˚
˝ ÿ
j“1,...,k
ijě1
zc`1hr´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xij´1yijxij`1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq‹˛‚‹˛‚
and computing B on the term above we get
´p
ÿ
j“1,...,k
ijě1
Bpzc`1hr´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xij´1yijxij`1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
1` t “
“ ip
¨˚
˝´ ÿ
j“1,...,k
ijě1
Bpzc`1hr´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xij´1yijxij`1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
1` t
‹˛‚
hence up to change of sign we have
(17) βpγpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq “
ÿ
j“1,...,k
ijě1
γpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xij´1yijxij`1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
for all generators of the form given in (9).
Step c) Next we need to consider the following definition.
Definition 6. Let a, b be two non-negative integers, with a P Ną0, b P t0, 1u.
Moreover let I “ pi1, . . . , ikq, J “ pj1, . . . , jhq, where we assume that:
(i) j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jh,
(ii) min J ě 2,
(iii) for all s P 1, . . . , k there exists an integer t P 1, . . . , h such that is ` 1 “ jt
We define the following sub-modules of H˚pArtpBnq;F2rts{p1´ p´tqdqq:
Mpc, a, b, I, Jq2 :“ xγpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq| where pxjtq “ xjt or x2jt´1y.
andrMpc, a, b, I, Jq2 :“ xrγpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq| where pxjtq “ xjt or x2jt´1y.
Moreover let p be an odd prime and let I “ pi1, . . . , ikq, J “ pj1, . . . , jhq, where
we assume that:
(i’) j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jh,
(ii’) min J ě 1,
(iii’) for all s P 1, . . . , k there exists an integer t P 1, . . . , h such that is “ jt
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We define the following sub-modules of H˚pArtpBnq;Fprts{p1´ p´tqdqq:
Mpc, a, b, I, Jqp :“ xγpzc, haxb0yi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq| where pxjtq “ xjt or yjty.
andrMpc, a, b, I, Jqp :“ xrγpzc, haxb0yi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq| where pxjtq “ xjt or yjt´1y.
Remark 8. Notice that conditions (iii) and (iii’) above imply that if J “ H
then also I “ H and hence for any prime p the modules Mpc, a, b,H,Hqp andrMpc, a, b,H,Hqp have rank 1 concentrated in degree c` b and c` b` 1 respectively.
The modules Mpc, a, b, I, Jqp and rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp are free Zprts{p1` tq-modules,
closed for βp, as follows from formulas (14), (15), (16), (17).
Step d) If J ‰ H, the complexes pMpc, a, b, I, Jqp, βpq and p rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp, βpq are
acyclic. This fact can be proven by the same argument used in [Cal06, Lem. 4.4].
The argument can be expressed with the following statement:
Lemma 7.2. Let PrJs be the chain complex with Fp coefficients associated to
the boolean lattice of the subsets of J . The complexes pMpc, a, b, I, Jqp, βpq and
p rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp, βpq are isomorphic to PrJs. In particular if J ‰ H the complexes
pMpc, a, b, I, Jqp, βpq and p rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp, βpq are acyclic.
Proof of Lemma 7.2. Let first construct an isomorphism θ between the boolean
complex PrJs and the complex Mpc, a, b, I, Jqp. For p “ 2 we can map the generator
eK of PrJs associated to a subset K of J to the element
θpekq :“ γpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq,
where pxjtq “ xjt if jt P K and pxjtq “ x2jt´1 if jt R K.
For p ą 2 we can map the generator eK of PrJs associated to a subset K of J
to the element
θpekq :“ γpzc, haxb1yi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq,
where pxjtq “ xjt if jt P K and pxjtq “ yjt if jt R K.
It is easy to check that θ ˝d “ βp ˝θ. Similarly we can construct an isomorphism
θ1 : PrJs Ñ rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp with
θ1peJq :“ rγpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq
for p “ 2 and
θ1peJq :“ rγpzc, haxb1yi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq
for p ą 2 and check that θ1 ˝ d “ β2 ˝ θ1. 
Step e) Given multi-indices I “ pi1, . . . , ikq (resp. J “ pj1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , jlq) we write xI for
xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik (resp. yJ for yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjl).
We recall from Proposition 5.2 that the elements of the form rγpzc, x0xIq and
γpzc, x0xIq (resp. rγpzc, hryJxIq and γpzc, hryJxIq for p an odd prime) are basis of
H˚pArtpBnq;F2rts{p1´ p´tqdqq (resp. H˚pArtpBnq;Fprts{p1´ p´tqdqq for p an odd
prime). We assume this basis fixed.
Step f) For a given prime p we claim that any two distinct modules Mpc, a, b, I, Jqp
(or rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp) are contained in the span of disjoint subsets of the given ba-
sis and in particular they are in direct sum. The case of modules of the form
Mpc, a, b, I, Jq2 can be proved as follows (the cases of modules of the form rMpc, a, b, I, Jq2,
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and of the form Mpc, a, b, I, Jqp and rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp when p is odd, are analogous).
Let
γ0 “ γpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq
with pxjtq “ xjt or x2jt´1 be a generator of Mpc, a, b, I, Jq. We can choose an
element γ1 of the form
γ1 “ γpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ik1pxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1pxjhqq
such that γ0 appears as a summand in β2pγ1q. The constrains on the multi-indexes
I and J and formula (15) imply that such an element γ1 exists if and only if for at
least one index l we have that pxjlq “ x2jl´1. If such an element γ1 exists we have
that γ1 P Mpc, a, b, I, Jq and we say that γ0 lifts to γ1. Hence in a finite number of
steps we have that γ0 lifts to
γpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikxj1 ¨ ¨ ¨xjhq.
This implies that an element γ0 does not belong at the same time to two different
modules Mpc, a, b, I, Jq2 and Mpc1, a1, b1, I 1, J 1q2.
Therefore if we fix a prime p the modules Mpc, a, b, I, Jqp for all admissible
c, a, b, I, J are in direct sum and the modules rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp for all admissible
c, a, b, I, J are in direct sum.
Step g) Next we claim that every element of the form rγpzc, x0xl1 ¨ ¨ ¨xlkq or of the
form γpzc, x0xl1 ¨ ¨ ¨xlkq (resp. rγpzc, hryJxIq and γpzc, hryJxIq for p odd) appears
in at least one complex Mpc, a, b, I, Jqp or rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp. Let us prove this when
p “ 2, in the case of a generator of the form γpzc, x0xl1 ¨ ¨ ¨xlkq, the other cases
being analogous. We can write the monomial x0xl1 ¨ ¨ ¨xlk as
x
pq1
q1 ¨ ¨ ¨xpqrqr
with q1 ă q2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă qr. Then we define the strictly ordered multi-index J as
follows: j P J if and only if j ą 1 and one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) pj is odd;
(b) pj “ 0 and pj´1 is even and non-zero.
Moreover if pj is odd we set pxjq “ xj , otherwise we set pxjq “ x2j´1. Next we
define the multi-index I suitably in the unique way such that
x
pq1
q1 ¨ ¨ ¨xpqrqr “ xp00 xp11 x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhq.
It is straightforward to check that
γpzc, xp00 xp11 x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq “ γpzc, x
pq1
q1 ¨ ¨ ¨xpqrqr q “
“ γpzc, x0xl1 ¨ ¨ ¨xlkq
and that the multi-indexes I and J satisfies the condition of Definition 6.
Step h) Hence hipn, pq is the direct sum of all admissible modules Mpc, a, b, I, Jqp
and h1ipn, pq is the direct sum of all admissible modules rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp and we recall
(equation (5)) that
H˚pArtpBnq;Fprts{p1´ p´tqdqq “ hipn, 2q ‘ h1ipn, 2q.
This direct sum decomposition implies that the homology Hβp of the complex
pH˚pArtpBnq; Fprts{p1´ p´tqdqq, βpq is given as follows:
Hβp “
à
Mpc, a, b,H,Hqp ‘
à rMpc, a, b,H,Hqp
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for c even, a P Ną0, b P t0, 1u. In fact if J “ H then also I “ H and for all
non-empty J we have from Lemma 7.2 that the complexes pMpc, a, b, I, Jqp, βpq
and p rMpc, a, b, I, Jqp, βpq are acyclic.
Step i) Using Remark 8 it is easy to check that the complex Hβp has Poincare´
polynomial p1` tqp1` t` t2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tn´1q, hence Lemma 7.1 follows.

In [CM14] it was proved thatH˚pBp2d, d, nq;Rq “ H˚pArtpBnq;Rrts{p1´p´tqdqq :
the homology of the complex braid group Bp2d, d, nq with coefficients in any field
was computed, but no computation about the Bockstein homomorphism was given
in this case. As a consequence of Lemma 7.1 we can add:
Corollary 7.3. For n odd the integer homology of Bp2d, d, nq has no p2-torsion.
Lemma 7.4. Let R “ Z. Let p be a prime and assume that pk | d, but pk`1 - d.
For n odd the cokernel of the homomorphism
τ : HipC1,nq Ñ HipĄC1,ndq
has no pk`1-torsion.
Proof. The proof is practically identical to [CS17, Lem. 5.4]: we use here the sets
B1 Ă HipC1,n;Zq and B2 Ă HipĄC1,nd;Zq introduced in Definition 4. These are free
sets of generators of a maximal free Z-submodule of HipC1,n;Zq and HipĄC1,nd;Zq
respectively (Proposition 5.3).
The map τ acts on the elements of B1 by:
τ : ω
p1q
2i,j,0 ÞÑ 1´p´tq
d
1`t ω
pdq
2i,j,0 “ dωpdq2i,j,0,(18)
τ : rωp1q2i,j,0 ÞÑ rωpdq2i,j,0,(19)
τ : ω
p1q
2i,j,1 ÞÑ 1´p´tq
d
1`t ω
pdq
2i,j,1 “ dωpdq2i,j,1,(20)
τ : rωp1q2i,j,1 ÞÑ rωpdq2i,j,1.(21)
Therefore τ diagonally maps each element of B1 to 1 or d times the corresponding
element of B2.
Then the result follows since the Z-modules HipC1,n;Zq and HipĄC1,nd;Zq have
no p2-torsion and τ is an isomorphism mod p if p - d (see Lemma 6.3). 
Now we consider homology with coefficient in R “ Z. As stated in [CS17,
Cor. 4.10], the image of µ˚ is the submodule HipC1,n,Cnq in HipC1,nq and we
consider the composition ι “ J ˝ τ ˝ µ˚ : Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q Ñ HipĄC1,nd,Cnq.
Lemma 7.5. Let p be a prime and assume that pk | d, but pk`1 - d. For n odd the
cokernel of the composition J ˝ τ ˝ µ˚ has no pk`1-torsion.
The proof of the lemma above is analogous to the proof of [CS17, Lem. 5.5], with
suitable modification. For the reader’s convenience we give here the adapted proof.
Proof. First we can consider the homomorphism s˚ : H˚pCnq Ñ H˚pC1,nq induced
by the inclusion s : Cn ãÑ C1,n; given the decomposition H˚pĄC1,ndq “ H˚pCnq ‘
H˚pĄC1,nd,Cnq, we call pi1 and pi2 “ J respectively the projections of H˚pĄC1,ndq onto
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the first and the second summand, and hence the map τ11 : H˚pCnq Ñ H˚pCnq
defined by the composition
H˚pCnq s˚ÝÑ H˚pC1,nq τÝÑ H˚pĄC1,ndq pi1ÝÑ H˚pCnq.
We can consider the following diagram:
H˚pCnq
s˚

řd
j“0 s
pjq
˚
))
τ|s˚H˚pCnq
//
τ11
,,
H˚pŮd´1j“0 spjqpCnqq
i˚

// H˚pCnq
H˚pC1,nq τ // H˚pĄC1,ndq
pi1
77
From Theorem 6.5 we have that that τ11 “ dIdH˚pCnq and pi2τs˚pH˚pCnqq “ 0.
Now, let x2 P H˚pĄC1,nd,Cnq and let τ22 : H˚pC1,n,Cnq Ñ H˚pĄC1,nd,Cnq be the
map induced by τ by restricting to H˚pC1,n,Cnq and projecting to H˚pĄC1,nd,Cnq.
Recall from [CS17, Prop. 4.2] that µ˚ is injective. If there exists y P H˚pC1,nq
such that pi2τpyq “ pk`1x2, then let x1 :“ pi1pτpyqq. We can consider ´x1 ` dy P
H˚pC1,nq and we have that τp´x1`dyq “ ´dx1`dpx1`pk`1x2q “ dpk`1x2. Since
the cokernel of τ has at most pk-torsion (see Lemma 7.4) it follows that dx2 “ 0 in
coker τ and finally, since pi2τs˚pH˚pCnqq “ 0, pkx2 “ 0 in coker τ22. 
From [CS17, Lem. 5.1] and 7.5 we have that, with integer coefficients, the kernel
of the map
ι : Hi´1pBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P qq Ñ Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPdqq
in diagram (11) has no p2-torsion and the cokernel of ι has no pk`1-torsion. Hence
we have :
Theorem 7.6. Let p be a prime and assume that pk | d, but pk`1 - d. For n odd
the homology HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq computed with coefficients in the ring R “ Z has
p-torsion of order at most pk`1. 
8. No pk`1-torsion
In this section we will show that if p is a prime such that pk | d (k ą 0), but
pk`1 - d and n is odd then HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq has p-torsion of order at most pk. In
particular for all this section we will assume that p is a prime that divides d.
We will consider for n odd the following short exact sequence associated to (11),
with coefficients in Zp and in Z
(22) 0 Ñ coker ιÑ HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq Ñ ker ιÑ 0.
Proposition 8.1. The short exact sequence (22) with Z coefficients splits.
Proof. Let us fix an odd integer n. We write
HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq b Zp “ Zaip ,
cokerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Zqq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzPd;Zqq b Zp “ Zuip
and
kerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Zqq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzPd;Zqq b Zp “ Zvip
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Since for n odd we have seen that HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq is all torsion (see Theorem
6.8), we have that the p-torsion part of (22) splits if and only if
ui ` vi´1 “ ai.
Moreover, with coefficients in Zp, we have
HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zpqq “ Zai`ai´1p .
Let
ui :“ rk cokerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Zpqq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzPd;Zpqq
and
vi :“ rk kerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Zpqq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzPd;Zpqq.
It follows that the p-torsion part of (22) splits if and only if
2
ÿ
i
pui ` viq “
ÿ
i
pui ` viq.
Hence we can compute the rank of the modules above.
A basis of the homology HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Zpqq is given as follows. Following
[CM14], the homology H˚pArtpBnq;Fprts{p1 ` tqq for n odd is generated, as an
Fprts-module, by the classes of the following form (see Proposition 5.2):
a) for p “ 2,
(23) rγ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik
and
(24) γ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikqp1` tq
where we assume 0 ď i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ik and c even;
b) for p an odd prime,
(25) rγ1pzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ zc`1hr´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik .
and
(26) γ1pzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ Bpzc`1h
r´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
p1` tq .
In particular for p “ 2 the image of µ˚ if generated by all elements of the
form rγ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq and all elements of the form γ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq with c ą
0, while for p odd the image of µ˚ is generated by all elements of the formrγ1pzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq and all elements of the form γ1pzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
with c ą 0.
As seen in Section 5 the homology H˚pArtpBnq;Fprts{p1 ´ p´tqdqq for n odd is
generated, as an Fprts-module, by the following classes
a) for p “ 2, by the classes (already introduced in (6) and (7), Proposition
5.2):
rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ 1´ p´tqd1` t zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik
and
γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikqp1` tq
where we assume 0 ď i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ik and c even;
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b) for p odd, by the classes (already introduced in (8), (9), Proposition 5.2
(27) rγpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ 1´ p´tqd1` t zc`1hr´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik .
and
(28) γpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ Bpzc`1h
r´1yj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
p1` tq .
The following classes generate the image of s˚ and hence these are the generators
of the kernel of J :
a) for p “ 2, by the classes γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq for c “ 0;
b) for p odd, by the classes γpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq with c “ 0
Hence for any p the map τ acts as follows:
a) for p “ 2:
τ : rγ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq ÞÑ rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq;
τ : γ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq ÞÑ d γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq;
b) for p odd:
τ : rγ1pzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq ÞÑ rγpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq;
τ : γ1pzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq ÞÑ d γpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq.
Hence if we assume that p - d we have that ι is an isomorphism with coefficients
in Zp. As a consequence using the Universal Coefficients Theorem we can state a
stronger version of Theorem 6.8.
Let now focus on a prime p that divides d.
Remark 9. Let p a prime such that p | d and let n be an odd integer. A basis of
cokerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Zpqq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzPd;Zpqq
is given:
a) for p “ 2, by the elements γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq with c even, c ą 0, of degree n and
homological dimension i` 1;
b) for p odd, by the elements γpzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq with c even, c ą 0, r ą 0,
of degree n and homological dimension i` 1;
A basis of
kerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Zpqq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzPd;Zpqq
is given:
a) for p “ 2, by the elements γ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq with c even, c ą 0, of degree n
and homological dimension i` 1;
b) for p odd by the elements γ1pzc, hryj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yjlxi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq with c even, c ą 0, r ą 0,
of degree n and homological dimension i` 1.
Clearly in both cases a) and b) the base of the kernel is in bijection with the corre-
sponding base of the cokernel and we have ui “ vi.
Now recall (see Definition 4 and Proposition 5.3) the bases B1, B2 generating
the homology of HipC1,n;Qq and HipĄC1,nd;Qq and spanning a maximal free Z-
submodule of HipC1,n;Zq and HipĄC1,nd;Zq. Recall also the action of τ over these
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bases given in equations (18–21). The elements of B1 (resp. B2) of the form ωp1q2i,j,
(resp. ω
pdq
2i,j,) map, modulo p, to elements of the form γ1 (resp. γ) and in particular
the elements the form ω
p1q
2i,j, (resp. ω
pdq
2i,j,) with i “ 0 map to elements of the form
γ1pzc, . . .q (resp. γpzc, . . .q) with c “ 0. The elements of B1 (resp. B2) of the formrωp1q2i,j, (resp. rωpdq2i,j,) map, modulo p, to elements of the form rγ1 (resp. rγ). Let
wi “ |tωp1q0,j, P HipC1,n;Qqu| “ |tωppq0,j, P HipĄC1,nd;Qqu|.
From the Universal Coefficients Theorem and from the description of τ given in
equations (18–21) we have thatÿ
i
ui “
ÿ
i
ui ´ wi
2
`
ÿ
i
wi
and ÿ
i
vi “
ÿ
i
vi ´ wi
2
.
Then it is straightforward to see that
2
ÿ
i
pui ` viq “
ÿ
i
pui ` viq
and this imply that the exact sequence (22) splits and Proposition 8.1 follows. 
As a corollary of Proposition 8.1, under the hypothesis of Theorem 7.6 we have
the following result.
Theorem 8.2. For odd n the homology HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq has no torsion of order
pk if pk - d. 
Remark 10. For d “ 2 and n odd Theorem 8.2 allows to compute the homology
HipE2n;Zq “ HipBrpnq;Zq ‘Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣ2n;Zqq
that corresponds (see Theorem 4.1) to the homology of the Artin group of type Dn
(see also [Gor78]).
9. Natural maps between families
Let d, d1 two positive integers such that d | d1 and d1 “ md. There is a natural
ramified covering
Σd
1
n Ñ Σdn
given by mapping pz, yq ÞÑ pz, ymq and hence a corresponding map between the
spaces
ρ “ ρpd1,dqn : Ed
1
n Ñ Edn
given by pP, z, yq ÞÑ pP, z, ymq.
The map ρ “ ρpd1,dqn commutes with the projections pi : Ed1n Ñ Cn and pi : Ed1n Ñ
Cn and with the sections s : Cn Ñ Ed1n and s : Cn Ñ Edn.
In this section we investigate the induced homology map
ρ˚ “ pρpd1,dqn q˚ : H˚pEd
1
n ,Cnq Ñ H˚pEdn,Cnq.
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Remark 11. The map ρ “ ρpd1,dqn commutes with the ramified covering Ed1n pÝÑ
CnˆD and Edn pÝÑ CnˆD preserving their ramification loci. Hence ρ induces a
morphism between the corresponding long exact sequences (11) for d1 and d, giving
a commuting diagram
(29)
¨ ¨ ¨ // Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q
m

ι // HipĄC1,nd1 ,Cnq //
ρ˚
Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣd1n qq //
ρ˚

¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ // Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q ι // HipĄC1,nd,Cnq // Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣdnqq // ¨ ¨ ¨
where the map ρ˚ is induced by the restriction of ρ to the space ĄC1,nd1 :
ρ : ĄC1,nd1 Ñ ĄC1,nd.
Notice that the vertical arrow on the left is induced by the restriction of ρ to a tubular
neighborhood of the ramification locus. In particular the restriction induces an m-
fold covering S1 Ñ S1 and hence the map induced in homology is the multiplication
by m “ d1d .
Lemma 9.1. Consider homology with coefficients in a field F of characteristic p.
Assume that 2 | d or that 2 - d1. Moreover assume that p - m. Then the map ρ
induces an isomorphism
ρ˚ : H˚pĄC1,nd1 ,Cn;Fq Ñ H˚pĄC1,nd,Cn;Fq.
Proof. We recall that we can consider the ring Frt˘1s as a module over the group
ArtpBnq as with the usual action (see [CS17, §3]). Since we have the relation
1´ p´tqd1 “ p1´ p´tqdqrmsp´tqd
we can consider the following commuting diagram of ArtpBnq-modules:
0 // Frt˘1s
rmsp´tqd

1´p´tqd1// Frt˘1s
Id

// Frts{p1´ p´tqd1q //
η

0
0 // Frt˘1s1´p´tq
d
// Frt˘1s // Frts{p1´ p´tqdq // 0
where η is the quotient map. The induced diagram of homology groups is
. . . // HipC1,n;Frt˘1sq
rmsp´tqd

1´p´tqd1// HipC1,n;Frt˘1sq
Id

// HipĄC1,nd1 ;Fq //
ρ˚

. . .
. . . // HipC1,n;Frt˘1sq1´p´tq
d
// HipC1,n;Frt˘1sq // HipĄC1,nd;Fq // . . .
We recall from [CM14, Thm. 4.5, 4.12] that the group HipC1,n;Frt˘1sq is a direct
sum of Frt˘1s-modules of the form Frts{p1` tq and Frts{p1´ t2qpp´1qpa .
Assume that 2 | d. Then if I “ p1 ` tq or I “ p1 ´ t2qk for some k ą 0 then
rmsp´tqd ” m mod I and hence, since p - m, rmsp´tqd is invertible in Frts{I. From
the five Lemma it follows that the map ρ˚ is an isomorphism.
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Now let us assume that 2 - d1, and hence 2 - m. If p “ 2 then HipC1,n;Frt˘1sq is
a direct sum of Frt˘1s-modules of the form Frts{p1` tqk. As seen before, rmsp´tqd is
invertible in Frts{p1` tqk and the same argument gives that ρ˚ is an isomorphims.
If p ‰ 2 we can split the quotients Frts{p1´ t2qpp´1qpa as a direct sum
Frts{p1´ t2qpp´1qpa » Frts{p1´ tqpp´1qpa ‘ Frts{p1` tqpp´1qpa .
Since we are assuming that d and p are odd the polynomials 1´p´tqd and 1´p´tqd1
are invertible in Frts{p1´ tqpp´1qpa . Hence if we restrict to the modules of the form
Frts{p1´ tqpp´1qpa the kernel and the cokernel of the horizontal maps corresponding
to multiplications by 1 ´ p´tqd and 1 ´ p´tqd1 are trivial. On the other hand if
we restrict to the modules of the form Frts{p1` tqpp´1qpa we have that rmsp´tqd is
invertible. Again we obtain that ρ˚ is an isomorphism.
In all cases since ρ˚ restricts to the identity on H˚pCn,Fq, it is straightforward
to see that the restriction of ρ˚ to H˚pĄC1,nd,Cn;Fq is an isomorphism as well. 
Theorem 9.2. Consider homology with coefficients in a field F of characteristic p.
Let d1 “ dm. Assume that 2 | d or that 2 - d1. Moreover assume that p - m. Then
the map
ρ˚ : H˚pEd1n ,Cnq Ñ H˚pEdn,Cnq
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma 9.1 and from the five lemma applied to
the diagram of long exact sequences (29). 
Corollary 9.3. Let d be a positive integer and p a prime.
a) If p “ 2 and d “ 2am, with m odd, then
H˚pEdn,Cn;F2q “ H˚pE2
a
n ,Cn;F2q;
in particular if d is odd then H˚pEdn,Cn;F2q “ H˚pE1n,Cn;F2q “ 0;
b) If p ą 2 and d “ pam with p - m and m odd then
H˚pEdn,Cn;Fpq “ H˚pEp
a
n ,Cn;Fpq;
in particular if p - d and d is odd then H˚pEdn,Cn;Fpq “ H˚pE1n,Cn;Fpq “ 0;
c) If p ą 2 and d “ pam with p - m and m even then
H˚pEdn,Cn;Fpq “ H˚pE2p
a
n ,Cn;Fpq.
Proof. The statement follows from Theorem 9.2 applied to Edn and E
pa
n or E
2pa
n . For
the case when d is odd we also note that the fibration E1n Ñ Cn has fiber Σ1n “ D,
which is contractible. Hence the spaces E1n and Cn are homotopy equivalent and
H˚pE1n,Cn;Fpq “ 0 for any prime p. 
Remark 12. Corollary 9.3 and Theorem 8.2 imply that when d is odd or n is odd
the group H˚pEdn,Cn;Zq is finite and has p-torsion only if p | d.
Notice that when n, d are both even the group H˚pEdn,Cn;Zq can have p-torsion
for p - d (see Tables 1, 3, 5).
Remark 13. Notice that the isomorphisms given in Theorem 9.2 and Corollary
9.3 are induced by the map ρ, hence they are natural and commute with homology
operations. It follows from the Bockstein spectral sequence (see [McC01, Thm. 10.3,
10.4]) that the isomorphisms above induce isomorphisms for homology with integer
coefficients localized to the prime p.
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10. Stabilization and computations
10.1. Stabilization results. Applying the results of Wahl and Randal-Willians
([RWW17]) for the stability of family of groups with twisted coefficients it is possible
to prove that the groups HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq stabilize for all i. In particular the map
HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣdn`1qq
is an epimorphism for i ď n2 ´ 1 and an isomorphism for i ď n2 ´ 2. In this section
we will prove a slightly sharper result using the explicit description of the homology.
We recall from [CS17, Def. 7] that the stabilization map st : C1,n Ñ C1,n`1 is
defined by
pp1, tp2, . . . , pn`1uq ÞÑ pp1, tp2, . . . , pn`1, 1`max1ďiďn`1p|pi|q
2
uq.
We recall that C1,n is a classifying space for ArtpBnq, that is the Artin group of
type B. Moreover from Shapiro Lemma (see [Bro94]) we have the isomorphism
H˚pBp2d, d, nq;Rq “ H˚pArtpBnq;Rrts{p1´ p´tqdq
(see [CM14] for more details). Finally we recall from [CM14, Cor. 4.17, 4.18,4.19]
the following result:
Proposition 10.1. Let p be a prime or 0. Let F be a field of characteristic p. Let
us consider the stabilization homomorphisms
st˚ : HipArtpBnq;Frts{p1` tqq Ñ HipArtpBn`1q;Frts{p1` tqq
and
st˚ : HipArtpBnq;Frts{p1´ p´tqdqq Ñ HipArtpBn`1q;Frts{p1´ p´tqdqq.
a) If p “ 2 st˚ is an epimorphism for 2i ď n and an isomorphism for 2i ă n.
b) If p ą 2 st˚ is an epimorphism for ppi´1qp´1 ` 2 ď n and an isomorphism for
ppi´1q
p´1 ` 2 ă n.
c) If p “ 0 st˚ is an epimorphism for i` 1 ď n and an isomorphism for i` 1 ă n.
The map µ commutes, up to homotopy, with the stabilization map st : C1,n Ñ
C1,n`1:
C1,n-1ˆS1
stˆId

µ // C1,n
st

C1,nˆS1 µ // C1,n`1
The map τ naturally commutes with the stabilization homomorphism st˚ in
homology, since τ is given by the multiplication by p1´ p´tqdq{p1` tq.
We can also define a geometric stabilization map st : ĄC1,nd Ñ ČC1,n`1d as follows:
gst : pP, z, yq ÞÑ pP Y tp8u, z, y d?z ´ p8q
where we set p8 :“ maxpt|pi|,piPP uYt|z|uq`12 and since <pz ´ p8q ă 0 we choose
d
?
z ´ p8 to be the unique d-th root with maximum real part among the roots with
strictly positive imaginary part.
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The following diagram is homotopy commutative:
Cn
st

s // ĄC1,nd
gst

Cn`1
s // ČC1,n`1d
and this imply that J commutes with the stabilization homomorphism gst˚.
We also need to prove that the following diagram commutes:
H˚pArtpBnq;Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq
st˚

» // H˚pĄC1,ndq
gst˚

H˚pArtpBn`1q;Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq » // H˚pČC1,n`1dq
This is true since the homomorphism
st˚ : H˚pArtpBnq;Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq Ñ H˚pArtpBn`1q;Rrts{p1´ p´tqdqq
is induced by the map st : C1,n Ñ C1,n`1 previously defined and it is obtained
applying the Shapiro lemma to C1,n “ kpArtpBnq, 1q, with Rrts{p1 ´ p´tqdqq “
RrZds “ Rrpi1pC1,nq{pi1pĄC1,ndqs. It is straightforward to check that the diagram
ĄC1,nd
gst

// C1,n
st
ČC1,n`1d // C1,n`1
commutes, where the horizontal maps are the usual d-fold coverings. As a conse-
quence we have the following result.
Lemma 10.2. The following diagram is commutative
(30)
Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q
st˚bId

µ˚ // HipC1,nq τ //
st˚

HipĄC1,ndq J //
gst˚

HipĄC1,nd,Cnq
gst˚

Hi´1pC1,nq bH1pS1q µ˚ // HipC1,n`1q τ // HipČC1,n`1dq J // HipČC1,n`1d,Cn`1q
Theorem 10.3. Consider homology with integer coefficients. The homomorphism
HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣdn`1qq
is an epimorphism for i ď n2 ´ 1 and an isomorphism for i ă n2 ´ 1.
Let p be a prime that does not divide d. For n even the group HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq
has no p torsion when pip´1 ` 3 ď n and no free part for i` 3 ď n. In particular for
n even when 3i2 ` 3 ď n the group HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq has only torsion that divides d.
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Proof. The maps in the diagram (30) with Zp coefficients fits in the map of long
exact sequences
(31)
¨ ¨ ¨ ι //HipĄC1,nd,Cn;Zpq
gst˚
//Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣdn;Zpqq
st˚

//Hi´2pC1,n-1;ZpqbH1pS1q
st˚bId

ι // ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ι //HipČC1,n`1d,Cn`1;Zpq //Hi´1pBrn`1;H1pΣdn;Zpqq //Hi´2pC1,n;ZpqbH1pS1q ι // ¨ ¨ ¨
For p “ 2, from Proposition 10.1 and Lemma 10.2 we have that the vertical map
gst˚ on the left of diagram (31) is an epimorphism for for i ď n2 and isomorphisms
for i ă n2 . The vertical map st˚b Id on the right of diagram (31) is an isomorphism
for i ď n2 .
This implies that
st˚ : HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Z2qq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣdn`1;Z2qq
is epimorphism for i ď n2 ´ 1 and an isomorphism for i ă n2 ´ 1.
For p ą 2, from Proposition 10.1 and Lemma 10.2 we have that the vertical
map gst˚ on the left of diagram (31) is an epimorphism for
ppi´1q
p´1 ` 2 ď n and
isomorphisms for ppi´1qp´1 ` 2 ă n. The vertical map st˚b Id on the right of diagram
(31) is an isomorphism for ppi´1qp´1 ` 2 ď n. We notice that actually these conditions
for n are weaker than the condition that holds when p “ 2.
This implies that for p ą 2
st˚ : HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zpqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣdn`1;Zpqq
is epimorphism for pip´1 ` 2 ď n and an isomorphism for pip´1 ` 2 ă n.
The same argument for p “ 0 shows that
st˚ : HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Qqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣdn`1;Qqq
is an epimorphism for i` 2 ď n and an isomorphism for i` 2 ă n.
From the Universal Coefficients Theorem for homology we get that the homo-
morphism
HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣdn`1qq
is an epimorphism for i ď n2 ´ 1 and an isomorphism for i ă n2 ´ 1.
In order to prove the second part of the theorem recall (Theorem 8.2) that for
n odd the integer homology HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq has only torsion that divides d.
The stabilization implies that if p - d, for n evenHipBrn;H1pΣdnqq has no p torsion
for pip´1 ` 3 ď n and no free part for i` 3 ď n and for n odd, HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq has
no p torsion for pip´1 ` 2 ď n and no free part for i` 2 ď n
In particular, for n even, 3i2 ` 3 ď n we have that HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq has only
torsion that divides d. 
The following statement is the analog of the result in [Che17, Prop. 9] for coho-
mology.
Theorem 10.4. For n even the groups HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq are torsion, except
when d is even and i “ n´ 1, n´ 2 where HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Qqq “ Q.
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Proof. The result follows from Proposition 6.4 and, for i ă 2, from the stabilization
Theorem 10.3. For n “ 4 and i ă 2 the result follows from a direct computation
(see also [CM14, Thm. 6.4]). 
Since from Theorem 4.1 we have the isomorphism
HipBpd, d, nqq » HipBrnq ‘Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq
the result of Theorem 10.3 above and the stability for the homology of the classical
braid groups (see [Arn70]) imply a stabilization of the homology of the complex
braid groups of type Bpd, d, nq.
Theorem 10.5. The homomorphism
HipBpd, d, nqq Ñ HipBpd, d, n` 1qq
induced by the natural inclusion Bpd, d, nq ãÑ Bpd, d, n ` 1q is an epimorphism for
i ď n2 and an isomorphism for i ă n2 .
In Tables 1 to 5 we present some computations of the groups HipBrn;H1pΣdnqq for
d “ 2 to 6, with integer coefficients. The computations are obtained using an Axiom
implementation of the complex introduced in [Sal94]. Notice that the homology
groups in the Table 1 coincide with the homology groups Hi`1pArtpDnq,Brnq (see
Theorem 4.1 and Remark 10).
n
i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
3 Z2
4 Z22 Z Z
5 Z2 Z2 Z2
6 Z2 Z22 Z22Z3 Z Z
7 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z22 Z2
8 Z2 Z2 Z32 Z32Z3 Z32Z3 Z Z
9 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z32 Z32 Z22 Z2
10 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z42 Z42 Z42Z3 Z32Z3Z5 Z Z
11 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z32 Z42 Z42 Z42 Z32 Z2
12 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z32 Z52 Z52 Z62Z3 Z62Z3Z5 Z32Z3Z5 Z Z
13 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z32 Z42 Z52 Z62 Z62 Z52 Z32 Z2
Table 1. Computations of HipBrn;H1pΣ2nqq. For each column
the first stable group is highlighted.
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n
i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
3 Z3
4 Z3 Z3
5 Z3 Z3 Z3
6 Z3 Z3 Z23 Z23
7 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3
8 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3
9 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z23 Z23 Z3
10 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z3 Z23 Z33 Z23 Z3
Table 2. Computations of HipBrn;H1pΣ3nqq. For each column
the first stable group is highlighted.
n
i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 Z4
4 Z2Z4 Z22Z Z
5 Z4 Z4 Z4
6 Z4 Z2Z4 Z2Z3Z4 Z2Z Z
7 Z4 Z4 Z2Z4 Z2Z4 Z4
8 Z4 Z4 Z22Z4 Z32Z3Z4 Z32Z3Z4 Z4Z8Z Z
9 Z4 Z4 Z2Z4 Z22Z4 Z22Z4 Z2Z4 Z4
10 Z4 Z4 Z2Z4 Z32Z4 Z32Z4 Z32Z4Z6 Z32Z60 Z2Z Z
Table 3. Computations of HipBrn;H1pΣ4nqq. For each column
the first stable group is highlighted. Notice that 3-torsion appears
for n even.
10.2. Poincare´ polynomials. We use the previous results to compute explicitly
the Poincare´ polynomials for odd n.
Theorem 10.6. For odd n, for p prime such that p | d the rank of HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqqb
Zp as a Zp-module is the coefficient of qitn in the expansion of the series
rPppq, tq “ qt3p1´ t2q2qp1´ t2q ź
jě0
1` q2pj´1t2pj
1´ q2pj`1´2t2pj`1
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n
i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
3 Z5
4 Z5 Z5
5 Z5 Z5 Z5
6 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5
7 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5
8 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5
9 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5
10 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z5 Z45 Z45
Table 4. Computations of HipBrn;H1pΣ5nqq. For each column
the first stable group is highlighted.
n
i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 Z6
4 Z2Z6 Z3Z Z
5 Z6 Z6 Z6
6 Z6 Z2Z6 Z23Z26 Z43Z Z
7 Z6 Z6 Z2Z6 Z2Z6 Z6
8 Z6 Z6 Z22Z6 Z2Z26 Z2Z26 Z3Z Z
9 Z6 Z6 Z2Z6 Z22Z6 Z2Z26 Z26 Z6
10 Z6 Z6 Z2Z6 ? Z22Z26 Z46 Z36Z5 Z3Z Z
Table 5. Computations of HipBrn;H1pΣ6nqq. For each column
the first stable group is highlighted. Notice that 5-torsion appears
for n even.
that specialize in the case p “ 2 to the series
rP2pq, tq “ qt3p1´ t2q2qź
iě0
1
1´ q2i´1t2i .
Proof. Let PppBrn, H1pΣdnqqpqq be the Poincare´ polynomial for the homology group
H˚pBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq b Zp as a Zp-module. Since we already know that for n odd
the homology group HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq has only torsion of order that divides d,
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we can compute the polynomial PppBrn, H1pΣdnqqpqq from the Universal Coefficients
Theorem as follows. We compute the Poincare´ polynomial PppBrn, H1pΣdn;Zpqqpqq
for the group HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zpqq b Zp and we divide by 1` q.
In order to compute PppBrn, HipΣdn;Zpqqpqq we consider the short exact sequence,
which splits
0 Ñ coker ιi Ñ HipBrn;H1pΣdn : Zpqq Ñ ker ιi´1 Ñ 0
where we recall that ιi is the map
ιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Zpqq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzPd;Zpqq.
It follows from the Remark 9 and from the description in Section 8 that for a fixed
odd n the ranks of ker ι and coker ι are respectively the coefficients of qitn in the
following series:
Pppcoker ιq “ Pppker ιq “ qt
3
p1´ t2q2qp1´ t2q
ź
jě0
1` q2pj´1t2pj
1´ q2pj`1´2t2pj`1
that specalize for p “ 2 to the series
P2pcoker ιq “ P2pker ιq “ qt
3
1´ t2q2
ź
jě0
1
1´ q2j´1t2j
Clearly the polynomial for HipBrn;H1pΣdn : Zpqq bZp is given by the coefficient
of tn in the sum
Pppcoker ιq ` qPppker ιq
and hence dividing by p1` qq we get our result. 
Remark 14. The same argument of Theorem 10.6 could be used when d is odd
to compute a (more complicated) formula of the Poincare´ polynomial of the groups
H˚pBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq b Zp for any n.
Remark 15. Notice that the polynomials given in Theorem 10.6 do not depend on
the integer d. Hence we have that when n is odd and p | d there is a (non-natural)
isomorphism
HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq b Zp “ HipBrn;H1pΣpn;Zqq b Zp.
Remark 16. We know (Theorem 6.8 and 7.6) that when n is odd and d is square-
free the group HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq is finite (with the exception of H0) and has no
p-torsion for p - d and no p2-torsion for any prime p. Then in such cases Theo-
rem 10.6 completely determines the homology groups HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq and hence
(using Theorem 4.1) the groups Hi`1pBpd, d, nq,Brn;Zq for n odd and d squarefree.
The same argument of the previous proof can be applied in stable rank. From
the Remark 9 the Stable Poincare´ polynomial of both coker ι and ker ι with Zp
coefficients is the following:
q
1´ q2
ź
jě0
1` q2pj´1
1´ q2pj`1´2
and in particular for p “ 2 we obtain
q
1´ q2
ź
jě1
1
1´ q2j´1 .
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Since for n odd there is no free part in HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq all these groups have
only torsion that divides d. In particular for integer coefficients we get the following
statement.
Theorem 10.7. Let p be a prime and let d be an integer such that p | d the Poincare´
polynomial of the stable homology HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq b Zp as a Zp-module is the
following:
PppBr;H1pΣdqqpqq “ q
1´ q2
ź
jě0
1` q2pj´1
1´ q2pj`1´2 .
In particular when d is an even integer the Poincare´ polynomial of the stable ho-
mology HipBrn;H1pΣdn;Zqq b Z2 as a Z2-module is the following:
P2pBr;H1pΣdqqpqq “ q
1´ q2
ź
jě1
1
1´ q2j´1 .
Remark 17. The stabilization result for the homology of the complex braid groups
of type Bpd, d, nq (Theorem 10.5) together with Theorem 8.2 implies that the stable
homology of Bpd, d, nq with integer coefficients has no pk torsion only if pk - d.
Hence Theorem 4.1 implies that when p2 - d the stable Poincare´ polynomials given
in Theorem 10.7 determines the corresponding p-torsion component of the stable
homology group Hi`1pBpd, d, nq,Brn;Zq and this component is the same for all d “
pm where p - m and is trivial when p - d.
An explicit computation of the first terms of the stable series P2pBr;H1pΣ2dqqpqq
gives
q ` q2 ` 2q3 ` 3q4 ` 4q5 ` 5q6 ` 7q7 ` 9q8 ` 11q9 ` 14q10 ` 17q11 ` . . .
while for P3pBrn;H1pΣ3dn ;Zqq we have
q ` q2 ` q3 ` q4 ` 2q5 ` 3q6 ` 3q7 ` 3q8 ` 4q9 ` 5q10 ` 5q11 ` 6q12 ` . . .
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